Introduction
It is commonly said that Sugar cane 1) (cultivated species of origin, Saccharum of ficinarum) was originated around the present New Guinea Island and that it was spread to India and Southeast Asia around 6000 BCE. Another theory is that the sugar refining originated in India. In the Vinaya literature, there are descriptive regulations concerning sugar. By looking at the description of sugar in the Vinaya literature I will try to confirm what kind of sugar was used in Indian Buddhism.
In the Chinese translations of the Vinaya texts shimi 石蜜 (stone honey) or tang 糖 (sugar) is often used as an equivalent of sugar but in the Pāli Vinaya Piṭaka, phāṇita and guḷa are given as types of sugar. Sugar in ancient India has been researched by Ji Xianlin 季羨林, Kenneth G. Zysk, and Oskar von Hinüber. They pointed out the ambiguity of the Chinese translations of Vinaya terms for sugar. Therefore, by comparing the types and the methods of producing sugar that are mentioned in the Vinaya literature, I shall indicate that there are multiple meanings in the Chinese terms shimi and tang.
Furthermore, I will collect and translate several Sanskrit words related to sugar. In doing thus, it can be concluded that the sugar that had been used in Indian Buddhism, is different from the sugar that we know today.
Types and Methods of Producing Sugar in the Vinaya Literature
Within the Vinaya Piṭaka sugar is mentioned as one of the medicines which are permitted to take for seven days when bhikkus are ill (qiri yao 七日薬). They are sappi (butter oil, shusu 熟酥), navanīta (butter, shengsu 生酥), tela (vegetable and animal oils, you 油), madhu (honey, mi 蜜), and phāṇita (sugar, shatang 砂糖). When sugar is shown as one of the seven-days-medicines, phāṇita is always used. If a bhikku receives phāṇita Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies Vol. 65, No. 3, March 2017 (141) ─ 1179 ─ as medicine, they can preserve it and continue to take it for seven days.
In addition to phāṇita the word guḷa is also present in the Vinaya Piṭaka. As previously mentioned, phāṇita is used to denote sugar which is one of the seven-days-medicines, but guḷa is used in compound words such as sugar water (guḷa-udaka), sugar refinery (guḷa-karaṇa) as well as in a single form (guḷa) meaning sugar. The preparation method for guḷa is described in the Vinaya texts; guḷa is produced by mixing sugar cane juice, which has been boiled down, with rice flour or flour to be solidified. Below is a list of the classification of sugar in the Vinaya literature. 
In the context of the seven-days-medicines it is commonly stated throughout the different traditions of Vinaya that sugar is a medicine. However, regarding the sugar refining method, there is a different view in the Shisong lü 十誦律. It says that when sugar mixed with rice flour, it becomes a meal. In other words, in the context of the seven-days-medicines, shimi is considered as a medicine, but in the story of sugar refining method, sugar being mixed with rice flour is considered as a meal. Thus, within
the Shisong lü there is some ambiguity concerning the Chinese term shimi. Thus, one must examine the contents of Sanskrit words for sugar in order to elucidate the true meanings of the Vinaya texts. In the Suśruta-saṃhitā, several types of sugar are shown in the order of phāṇita, guḍa, matsyaṇḍikā, khaṇḍa, śarkarā, and vimala. This order indicates the length of time necessary to prepare a particular type of sugar; namely, the later it is placed. From this, several kinds of sugar can be confirmed in ancient India. At least phāṇita, guḍa/guḷa and śarkarā refer to different kinds of sugar respectively. However, the ambiguity of the Chinese translation for sugar in the Vinaya literature seems to indicate that, strictly speaking, Buddhist saṃgha did not distinguish among various types of sugar. As long as bhikkus could use any kind of sugar as medicine, probably it did not matter even if kinds of sugar were not distinguished in the Chinese translations.
In the Shisong lü, shimi as a seven-days-medicine is assumed to be a kind of sugar different from shimi mixed with grain flour. Since the Chinese translations of Vinaya literature use the same word shimi in different contexts, it appears that there is some contradiction but if we assume different kinds of sugar in different contexts, there is no contradiction. In other Vinaya texts, sugar mixed with grain flours is regarded as a medicine but the Shisong lü determines that it is not a medicine because the flours mixed with it are foods. With respect to strictly distinguishing types of sugars, the Shisong lü is different from other Vinaya texts.
Now I examine what guḍa/guḷa actually was; in the Vinaya literature it is a common (144) Sugar in the Vinayas(Inoue)
─ 1182 ─ practice to mix rice flour or wheat flour at the time of production of sugar. Thus guḍa/ guḷa, being solidified, is not liquid. It is similar to the non-centrifugal sugar (gur or jaggery) that is eaten around India today. The difference is that currently there is no solidification process by mixing it with rice flour or wheat flour. If the boiled down sugar solution is mixed with the rice flour or wheat flour, it is gelatinized. Afterwards, if the starch of the sugar solution is cooled, then it becomes stale, but since the starch keeps the moisture of the sugar solution, there is no need to boil down the sugar solution to the limit. This enables sugar to harden by the force of the starch of the rice flour or wheat flour without evaporating the moisture to the limit. However, if brown sugar is mixed with rice flour or wheat flour it becomes brittle. In other words, we can say that guḍa/guḷa is a brittle brown sugar.
Conclusions
(1) According to the Vinaya literature bhikkus used sugar called "guḍa/guḷa" and "phāṇita" as medicine. (2) The Artha-śāstra and the Suśruta-saṃhitā of 200 BCE-300 CE refer to "Sugar solution from boiling down sugar cane juice to 1/4," "Black sugar,"
"Blackstrap molasses mixed with raw sugar," "Blackstrap molasses," and "Light-colored raw sugar" as the kinds of sugar available then.
Thus the various types of sugar were produced in ancient India and the bhikkus used them as medicines. These are all sugars called theriac-containing sugar, a kind of brown sugar. In other words, these sugars in the Vinaya literature are different from that which we know as white sugar. Even vimala that is supposed to be the whitest sugar, it would be ocher or yellow color. The term śarkarā is sporadically found in the texts other than the Vinaya texts; it should be understood as the crystalized sugar with lighter color when compared to the brown sugar. When the words for sugar such as tang and shimi are found in the Chinese translations of the Vinaya texts, it is not clear what kind of sugar it refers to. Therefore, we have to determine the type of sugar in accordance with the context of the Vinaya where the Chinese word for sugar appears.
Notes 1)Sugar is made of borassus flabellifer, Sugar beet, Sugar cane, or Sugar maple. Sugar made from borassus flabellifer is referred to as puṣpa-rasa/puppha-rasa. In this paper I describe sugar made from
